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Albanian Medical College Buses In New Dean
College Degrees Are To Be ‘Like A Box Of Chocolate’
Albania (WHN ) Following a long, exhausting, and expensive search, the Bubba Gump Employment &
Collection Agency has announced the successful
selection and recruitment of a new Dean for the
Albanian Medical College. While reports are
sketchy, knowledgeable sources state that a highly respected Marine Biologist has been recruited
from the southern United States. When questioned about the selection of a marine biologist
for the Deanship of a Medical School, Interim
Dean Richard Edmonds stated, “Obviously this
will require some slight changes in the Medical
School curriculum. It is the intention of the new
Dean to emphasize shrimp anatomy, shrimp anesthesiology, shrimp biochemistry, shrimp cardiology, shrimp neurology, shrimp pathology, shrimp
pharmacology, shrimp physiology, shrimp urology, shrimp virology,
Secret Ar rival of
...”
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See related story on Page 2:
Rejected Candidate Threatens Lawsuit

‘Rasputin’ Smith Lures
Drugged (i.e., 3 Martinis)
John Eaton To Houston
Climate of the “ Calcutta of America ” Major Factor
Albania (WHN ) With Svengali-like charm and the promise of curing his
winter blues, Charles “Rasputin” Smith has lured John “Simpleton” Eaton
to Houston, Texas. Dr. Smith is a Texas faith healer at Baylor Medical
College who has gained immense influence as a consequence of his skills
at drugging and kidnapping naive scientists to Houston.
However, Dr. Smith’s evil influence on naive scientists, as well as
his highly admired personal debauchery, eventually provoked a noble scientist to attempt to murder him at a recent Gordon Conference in Ventura,
California. First, Dr. Scott (err, an unidentified Albanian Scientist--the
WHN continues to maintain its pledge to protect the confidentiality of its
sources) Citizen X attempted to poison Rasputin Smith; this failed when
it was discovered Texans liked chili peppers. Citizen X then tried to shot
Rasputin, but discovered that Texans like shots of whiskey. Finally,
Citizen X attempted to drown Rasputin Smith, but the man swam through
the river of tears produced by X. Rasputin Smith still lives.....and naive
scientists the world over should tremble in fear.

Charles “Rasputin” Smith

Evil Texan
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‘Take That Albanian Med’
Angered Candidate Threatens College

Albania (WHN ) An unidentified candidate for the Deans post at AMC has
reacted violently to his removal from
the “Short List”. Following an intense
meeting with the AMC selection committee the obviously distraught candi-
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date was caught leaving the meeting.
Captured by WHN staff photographer
Anvil Adams, the candidate is quoted as
saying, “My theory is that anybody relatively qualified for this position is automatically disqualified!” Knowledgeable sources close to the inner circle of
the selection Committee states that this
“Theory of Relativity” is utterly
ridiculous....but probably true.”

TWINS? Separated At Birth?
MEDICAL NEWS!

Jeffrey Ross Sues Dow-Corning For $2.3 Million
Cites Negative Impact Of Breast Implants!
Albania (WHN ) Jeffrey S. Ross, highly respected Chair of the Department of Pathology
and Laboratory Medicine at the Albanian Medical College, today announced that he
is joining the ever growing list of individuals suing Dow-Corning over silicon
breast implants. Dr. Ross stated that he had the implants done to “counter negative
self-esteem” and to take advantage of the National Institutes of Health Womens
Funding in Science Program (WFSP). However, after the implantation of the “dastardly silicon bags of death” Dr. Ross was informed that chromosomal analysis
was now being required of all WFSP applicants. Mr. Ned Ander-Thal, lawyer for
Dr. Ross, stated that chromosomal testing had never been a requirement for other
NIH programs such as the WASP funding project.
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information will be met with glee and giggles....
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